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E.g. if they managed without God well -
good (minimal) that before 1600, it didn’t seem
felt they themselves were instruments for God's will -
as: £ 100 if £ 10,000 - i.e. that Jews
selves were protection *after God* expiring,
not physical object rather than human receptacle
for Divine will -

idea: "THINGIFICATION" - wealth measured
by objects owned, instead of utility; charitableness
solely by amount given instead of moral spirit in
which given; Religion centered in Temple, not in and with
inherited by books, not mental applications;

our world is "COIN" - affects inherent in life
of promote such that book necessary, method, not possible
building without + evolving complete structure; organic
charity necessary; belief should have a share . . .

But - must assume God well...

we fight. What build - absolutely necessary.
but our foundation is not unknown, we will build
our human world, but acceptable to God . . .

also (from Nelson's question): - JBN P. Jackson
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